
 

 

 

 
 

 

SEO for Beginners Checklist 
 

Consider the following list of SEO practices a “cheat 

sheet” to search engine optimization success. 



 

☐ Use the following keyword research tools to identify "low hanging 

fruit" that is easy to rank high in search engine results for. 

 

• AdWord & SEO Keyword Permutation Generator 

• KWFinder 

• Moz Keyword Explorer 

• SEMRush 

• Google Adwords: Keyword Planner 

• Soovle 

• Google Correlate 

• Uber Suggest 

 

☐ Don't forget to add alt text that explains what your images are 

about. This helps blind web surfers using text reading services, as well 

as search engine spiders, understand what your image is trying to 

relate. 

 

☐ Publishing one blog post or article to your site that is 1,200 words 

or longer is better than publishing 3 or 4 pieces of content that are 

400 words each. Google prefers longer content. 

 

☐ Get an exact match domain name if at all possible. If the keyword 

or niche you are trying to target is in your domain name, it helps tell 

the search engines what your content is covering. 

 

☐ You definitely must have a Google Analytics account to make your 

search engine optimization efforts work. The amount of free and 

insightful information GA delivers helps you channel your work in the 

right direction. 

 

☐ Your headers and corresponding H1 tags should have keywords and 

phrases in them that tell the search engine spiders what your content 

is about. 

 

☐ Structure your URLs so they contain keywords and phrases you 

want to rank for. 

 

☐ Internal linking is crucial to search engine optimization success. This 

is where you link from one of webpage on your blog to another. 



Google says it expects each one of your webpages to be text-linked to 

at least one other page. 

 

☐ Don't stuff tons of keywords into your content. You should have no 

more than about 2 identical keywords or phrases for every 100 words 

of text. 

 

☐ Search engine optimization is vital for getting your content found. If 

you don't do SEO properly, Google may not index all your webpages, 

and you are missing out on free traffic. 

 

☐ Google says that it wants you to "make pages primarily for users, 

not for search engines." This means write content that solves problems 

and answers questions first, and then worry about making that content 

SEO-friendly. 

 

☐ On-page SEO determines what phrases and words you are going to 

rank for in the search engines. Off-page SEO determines how Google 

and other search engines rank you for those particular words and 

phrases, due to how your off-page presence determines your level of 

authority on a certain topic. 

 

☐ To make web design simple and effective, and to benefit from built-

in SEO tools, use the WordPress online publishing platform to create 

your blog or website. 

 

☐ Your title tags should include the keywords and phrases you are 

trying to rank for. 

 


